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If you’ve been watching our social media closely, you may have seen our announcement about a
new partnership with The Container Store. That’s right! Your favorite Organizing Genies are now a
“preferred vendor” with The Container Store. How does that benefit you? Well, now when you
order a custom closet/pantry/storage room system from The Container Store, you can arrange for
the Organizing Genies to come and set everything up for you. So kick back, relax and watch as
your Organizng dreams come true. 
 

Partnership with The
Container Store
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Tailored to your needs: One size does NOT fit all when it comes to storage solutions and The
Container Store knows that. Their systems are designed with versatility in mind, offering
customizable components to fit your unique needs, even when your needs change over time.   
Maximizing Space: It’s not just about having space; it’s about utilizing it effectively. The Container
Store’s systems are engineered to maximize every inch of your closet or pantry, no matter what size
it is.  
Quality and Durability: The Container Store takes pride in providing high-quality materials and
durable construction. Their closet and pantry systems are built to withstand the test of time,
ensuring that your organized space remains a souce of joy for years to come. 
Aesthetically Pleasing Design: Funcionality doesn’t mean sacrificing style. The Container Store
seamlessly blends form and function, offering a range of designs to suit various tastes.  

What’s so great about about The Container Store’s
organizing systems?



Embarking on a kitchen renovation project is an exciting endeavor, but it often comes with its fair
share of challenges. How do you optimize space? What design elements will enhance functionality?
While your designer or builder may have a great eye for creating an aesthetically pleasing space,
they may recommend options that end up limiting your use of space or that won’t suit your daily
living needs. 

After seeing many beautiful new kitchens that left their owner’s with something to be desired in
the organizing aspect, we saw a need to offer a new service to our clients. You can now have
Organizing Genies review the plans for your kitchen, consult with you about your needs, and help
you voice those needs to your builder/designer. 

How will this service help you create your dream kitchen?

Maximizing Space Efficiency: Our Genies have a keen eye for spatial organization. They can
help you make the most of every nook and cranny in your kitchen, ensuring that storage
solutions are not only stylish but also maximize efficiency. 
Tailored Soultions for Your Lifestyle: No two households are alike, and a cookie-cutter
approach to kitchen design may not suit your unique lifestyle. Our Genies will take the time to
understand you daily routines, cooking habits, and storage needs. This personalized touch
ensures that your kitchen is not just aesthetically pleasing but also perfectly alligned with how
you use the space. 
Budget-Friendly Choices: While renovating a kitchen, it’s easy to get carried away with trendy
but expensive options. With our extensive knowledge of cost-effective solutions, we can help
you strike a balance between design trends and budget constraints.  
Streamlining Workflow: A well-organized kitchen is one that facilitates a smooth workflow.
Whether you’re an avid chef or a casual cook, our professional organizers can optimize the
layout to enhance the functionality of your kitchen. 
Reducing Clutter and Stress: We specialize in decluttering spaces and creating a serene
environment that promotes a sense of calm. With designated spaces for every item, you’ll
spend less time searching for utensils and more time enjoying the cooking process.  

The Benefits of a
Professional Organizer
in Your Kitchen
Renovation Journey 
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